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Solution Brief

Set Your Data in Motion with Confluent 
on Amazon Web Services (AWS)

CONFLUENT ON AWS

Set your data in motion and connect your on-prem and multi-cloud data to
AWS with Con�uent to power real-time analytics and applications.

Built on an open-source foundation, Con�uent has rearchitectured Apache Kafka® for the cloud.
With Con�uent, you can accelerate your application development times by 75% and lower total cost
of ownership by 60%1. Con�uent is fully integrated with AWS Marketplace and AWS services unifying
management, security, and billing while helping migrate and connect data in real-time to AWS services
including Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3), Amazon Redshi�, Amazon Relational 
Database Service (RDS), Amazon DynamoDB, AWS Lambda, and more with 120+ pre-built connectors. 
This helps enterprises migrate and modernize their data platforms to power real-time analytics and 
applications to improve customer experiences and backend operations.
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1https://www.con�uent.io/resources/report/forrester-economic-impact-con�uent-cloud/

https://www.confluent.io/resources/report/forrester-economic-impact-confluent-cloud/


https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-g5ujul6iovvcy?sr=0-1&ref_=beagle&applicationId=AWSMPContessa

Confluent helps you
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Build Connect 

 
 

Integrate 

Supporting your journey to the cloud,
no matter where where you are

 

 

Try Con�uent Cloud in AWS Marketplace for Free

Build real-time apps and analytics 
faster at a lower TCO by bringing 
real-time data to AWS services.

Whether you are a traditional enterprise with an on-prem data 
footprint or a digital native, Con�uent can meet you where you are on 
your journey to the cloud.

Enterprises can migrate data to AWS with Con�uent and power 
real-time analytics and apps on a uni�ed data platform. This supports 
everything from fraud detection, predictive maintenance, to customer 
retention. We accelerate your journey to the cloud with a complete 
data in motion platform, powered by Apache Kafka.

Improve price and performance by
connecting on-prem, multi-cloud,
and edge data to AWS so you can 
use the right service for the right job.

Unify security, management,
and billing with Con�uent’s
integrations with AWS Marketplace
and AWS services.

Recognized by top organizations using Confluent on AWS

“We chose event-driven architecture 
as the core of our platform, for which 
we needed a messaging service that 
gave us all the guarantees…not to 
mention that it had to be extremely 
scalable, highly available, and simple 
to use. Kafka hit all of these markers, 
and by using Con�uent Cloud, our 
team was able to reduce the bottom 
line and operational burden.”

— Ravi Vankamamidi, Senior Director,
 Technology, at Expedia Group

“For me to go hire a bunch of 
engineers to babysit Kafka, I don't 
have the ability to go do that. Being 
able to of�oad those concerns [to 
Con�uent] is such a relief for us and 
lets us focus on delivering value to 
the organization and not worrying 
about ops and the other overhead”

— Nate Kupp, Director of Engineering,
 at Instacart

"Our mission is to make banking 10x 
better for banks, for customers, and 
society. To do that, we need a 
cloud-native data streaming 
platform that is also 10x more 
reliable, 10x more performant than 
Apache Kafka.”

— Mark Holt, Chief Product and
 Engineering Of�cer, at 10x Banking

Get $400 in your �rst 60 days for new signups.

Augment 
Easily integrate 
existing systems 

and modernize data 
platform

Migrate 
Migrate and 
connect data 
from anywhere 
to AWS

Innovate 
Build modern 
cloud-native 

apps & accelerate 
time to market

• Amazon RDS Ready
• AWS Lambda Ready
• AWS Outposts Ready
• Amazon Redshift Ready

• AWS PrivateLink Ready
• Data & Analytics Software        
  Competency


